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Nature of enterprise richness of towns

The enduring and spatial nature of the enterprise
richness of South African towns
Enterprise richness (measured by the number of enterprise types) showed a statistically significant
log-log relationship (or power law) with the total number of enterprises in (1) towns in different regions of
South Africa and (2) towns in the same region but seven decades apart. Entrepreneurial space in towns
develops or disappears in a regular way as towns grow or regress, which is further proof of orderliness
in the enterprise dynamics of South African towns. The power laws are very similar to one another, which
was powerfully illustrated by the fact that one relationship extracted from seven-decade-old information
could accurately predict the enterprise richness of modern towns in South Africa. The enterprise richness
power law of towns in South Africa extends over space and time. Recent reviews of research on small
towns and local economic development in South Africa have ignored the orderliness detected in their
enterprise structures. Islands have provided laboratories for the study of natural evolution and the
MacArthur–Wilson Species Equilibrium Model based on island biogeography was a main contributor
to progress in ecology. Research on regional economic geography in South Africa should move beyond
the merely descriptive/narrative to more quantified research. In considering the lack of employment and
poverty in South Africa, the National Development Plan suggests that towns and rural areas are important
cogs in efforts to overcome these problems. Development plans that are out of sync with the observed
regularities are perhaps bound to fail.
Significance:
•

Prediction of enterprise composition and dynamics in South African towns.

Introduction
There are similarities between economic wealth and biological wealth because they are thermodynamically the
same sort of phenomena. Beinhocker1 stated that both are systems of low entropy and patterns of order that
have evolved over time under constraint of fitness functions. Like a living organism, each individual enterprise
is in constant competition for survival and only the fittest survive. The similarities between living organisms and
enterprises offer the opportunity to apply lessons from natural ecology to the study of enterprise dynamics. For
instance, South African towns have been likened to enterprise ecosystems2 or to ‘islands in a sea of farms’3.
Most people would intuitively accept that larger towns have a higher abundance of different types of enterprises
than smaller towns. If so, can the phenomenon be quantified and predicted? These questions led to a study of a
group of 134 South African towns.4 It was found that the abundance of enterprise types is a function of the total
enterprise numbers of the towns and follows a power law with an exponent of 0.7164. (Ball5 remarked that there
is no hidden Hobbesian significance in the word ‘power’ – it is just a mathematical term. The term power law is
used as a mathematical term in this contribution.) Therefore, for every doubling of the number of enterprises in a
town, the abundance of enterprise types will increase by 71.6%. The power law confers quantitative predictability
– a utility recently employed to predict impacts of potential shale gas exploitation on the enterprise structures of
Karoo towns.6
The term enterprise richness was proposed to describe the abundance of enterprise types in towns4. It is analogous
to the term species richness used in natural ecology, which is a measure of the variety of species, i.e. the number of
species, in a given area or in a given sample.7 Species richness is a component of the MacArthur–Wilson Species
Equilibrium Model, which marked ‘the coming of age of ecological science as a discipline with a theoretical/
conceptual base’8. Simply put, this model proposed that the rate at which new species immigrate to an island is
balanced by the rate at which species are eliminated from the island, hence a species equilibrium is reached. By the
same token, one could postulate that if towns were ‘islands in a sea of farms’3, the rate by which new enterprise
types appear in the business structure of a town should be balanced by the rate at which existing enterprise types
disappear from the business structure of the town, resulting in an equilibrium of enterprise types, i.e. an enterprise
richness equilibrium. Results obtained so far4 seem to support this contention.
Further investigation of enterprise richness as a potentially useful component of attempts to improve the quantitative
understanding of enterprise dynamics in South African towns, raised three questions: (1) Is it important to study the
enterprise dynamics of South African towns? (2) Are there differences in the enterprise richness–total enterprises
relationships of different regions of South Africa? (3) Does the enterprise richness–total enterprises relationship
change over time?

Purpose of this study
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The prime purpose of this study was to address the three questions outlined above by (1) overviewing research on
small towns in South Africa, (2) examining the enterprise richness power laws of three South African regions – the
Free State9, the Karoo6 and the Gouritz Cluster Biosphere Reserve (GCBR)10 – and (3) testing the durability of the
enterprise richness power law of a single region (the Free State) in two different periods seen decades apart. More
context – which sheds additional light on the possibility that an enterprise richness equilibrium model might be
attainable – is provided before the analyses are presented.
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Research on small towns in South Africa

Regional analysis

The National Planning Commission noted that, at present, most South
Africans live in a complex network of towns and cities, which generates
about 85% of all economic activity. A review of recent themes in the
investigation of small towns in South Africa argued that a narrow set of
issues, mainly concerning economic expansion and change, have formed
the key vantage point from which to view small town South Africa.12
Depopulation and small town decline13 and migration of individuals and
households to places that are better able to provide livelihoods14 set the
scene against which the National Development Plan 203011 considers
towns and rural areas important cogs in the planning of a better future
for South Africans.

To answer the second question about the geographical spread of the
power law requires comparison of different regions and information
about the enterprise structures and dynamics of towns in those regions.
National and regional information about enterprise structures is lacking
in most countries. South Africa is probably the only country for which
detailed enterprise structures and dynamics have been determined for
different regions, i.e. towns in the Free State9, the Karoo6 and the GCBR10.

11

The Free State
In the 1830s, European farmers disillusioned with the British authorities
departed from the Cape Colony in the Great Trek.27 Many settled in the
sparsely inhabited area north of the Orange River on land traditionally
occupied by African tribes. After the so-called Bloemfontein Convention
in 1854 this area became the Republic of the Orange Free State, and
later one of the adversaries in the South African War. Its rural areas
were devastated during this war. The province is mostly a high plain
centrally located in South Africa, and close on 130 000 km2 in area.
Livestock and grain farming formed the mainstay of the economy until
gold was discovered in the mid-1940s.28 A coal-to-oil plant and a new
town, Sasolburg, followed in the 1950s. It has a rainfall gradient from
the southwest to the northeast and in 2011 the population was 2.475
million. In 1910, when the Union of South Africa was formed, the Free
State became the Orange Free State Province.27 Currently known as the
Free State, it is one of the nine provinces of the ‘New South Africa’.

South African small town research has been limited in scope and
scale.12 It has for the most part been region specific and place specific,
done by a limited number of researchers and with a glaring absence of
contributions from parts of the country where a large number of small
towns are located. The economic restructuring of rural South Africa in
the light of changes in agriculture and closure of mines resulted in the
majority of investigations being concerned with overviews and analyses
of locally driven strategies for economic development. The restructuring
of the South African economy in general, and the rural economy in
particular, to a more post-productive landscape, intensified research on
small towns and their hinterlands.15
Many small town investigations have been framed as single case studies,
often with a focus on issues such as job creation through small, micro
and medium enterprises (SMMEs), Public Works programmes and
tourism development.12 Local economic development (LED) provided
a strategic vantage point from which to analyse small towns.12,16 For
instance, developmental LED policies and practices12,16, infrastructure
development17, the development of small town tourism18, and the impact
of the changing fortunes of the mining sector received attention. Yet
results were disappointing. Boom and bust cycles of mining resulted
in many settlements being shadows of their former economic selves.12

Most towns in the Free State were founded between the 1830s and
191029 and grew around newly built churches (‘church towns’) and
some were located on important connection routes (e.g. Bethlehem
and Kroonstad). Some on the eastern border, e.g. Ficksburg and Lady
Brand, were founded for security reasons following the Basuto War
of 1867. The discovery of gold in the mid-1940s and subsequent
development of mines in the western Free State resulted in the founding
of some new towns (e.g. Welkom, the second largest settlement in the
province, and Allanridge) and the rapid growth of some existing towns
(e.g. Odendaalsrus, Virginia and Hennenman). Sasolburg was specially
founded in 1954 in the northern Free State to house workers of Sasol, a
new coal-to-oil factory. Over time it became the third largest settlement
in the Free State.29

Surprisingly, recent reviews of South African towns12,16 did not pay much
attention to quantitative research that revealed a strong orderliness in and
predictability about the enterprise dynamics of these towns2-4,9,10,19-24.
The latter studies have led to conclusions that challenge some long-held
tenets about LED and job creation.19,20 The former reviews and much
of the research on which they are based have mostly been descriptive
or narrative in nature. The understanding of what drives small towns
in South Africa lacks the type of quantitative contribution that the
MacArthur–Wilson Species Equilibrium Model has made to natural
ecology.18 A better understanding and control of the dynamics of small
town growth and decline requires more holistic and quantitative and less
descriptive/narrative research.

A 2012/2013 study of the enterprise structures of Free State towns
entailed 77 towns and villages (hereafter referred to as towns) and the
city of Bloemfontein.9 The ages of the towns and their geographical
spread over the province differed widely. These data are used in this
contribution and provide a strict test for the presence of a power law.

The Karoo
The Karoo is a vast arid region located in the centre of South Africa,
comprising about 400 000 km2, i.e. about 40% of South Africa’s land
surface.30 It is a vast inland desert, with characteristic small, hardy,
deciduous shrubs, low and variable rainfall (ranging from less than 100
mm per annum in the winter-rainfall west to 500 mm in the summerrainfall east), occasional spectacular thunderstorms, and about 60
towns typically located 60–80 km from one another.

The aforementioned studies of the orderliness (regularities or propor
tionalities) in enterprise development and dynamics in towns moved in
this direction. The regularities (proportionalities) have been detected as
statistically significant correlations between entrepreneurial (e.g. total
number of enterprises in towns or number of enterprises in certain
business sectors in towns), economic (e.g. gross regional value added
[GRVA], total regional personal income and regional employment) and
demographic (e.g. town populations) characteristics in regional studies
in South Africa. These regularities are expressions of an orderliness that
prevails in enterprise development in South African towns. They indicate
that in specific locations there are definitive limits to what can be attained
and what not. The orderliness, therefore, confers quantitative predictive
powers about enterprise development and dynamics of South African
towns. Daniel Kahneman, a psychologist and economics Nobel laureate,
lauded the predictive powers of simple algorithms, which according
to him are often more accurate than the predictions of experts.25 An
economic systems model that links these regularities has been proposed
for South Africa.26 The present contribution enhances the understanding
of the enterprise richness power law, adds predictive power, contributes
to the information pool on which the model is based and could guide
LED decision-making.

Karoo towns were slowly established from the late 1700s and throughout
the 1800s; many were originally ‘church towns’ that served surrounding
farm communities.30 The Karoo economy was based on livestock,
including cattle, goats and sheep. The region benefitted from the diamond
and gold booms in the 1870s and 1880s, but because of drought,
overgrazing, economic depression and the ravages of the South African
War, a long-term economic decline began in the early 20th century.
Recently, some Karoo towns have grown economically, while others have
declined, showing a relatively uneven developmental profile.13
The Karoo is quite different from most of the Free State and, therefore,
the enterprise structures of its towns would be useful in a comparison of
regional enterprise richness power laws.

The Gouritz Cluster Biosphere Reserve
The GCBR is globally unique: it is the only area in the world where
three recognised biodiversity hotspots – the Fynbos, Succulent Karoo
and Maputaland-Pondoland-Albany – hotspots converge.10 It also

This discussion provides an affirmative answer to the first question: it
is important to study the enterprise dynamics of South African towns.
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includes three recognised UNESCO World Heritage sites: the Swartberg
Complex, Boosmansbos Nature Reserve and the western portion of the
Baviaanskloof. It is located in the southern Cape of South Africa and
covers a large area from the coast across the Langeberg Mountains
to the Little Karoo, and even partly across the Swartberg Mountains.
It includes 16 towns, which vary markedly in size.10 Mossel Bay and
Oudtshoorn are the two largest towns and Witsand, a small coastal
town at the mouth of the Breede River, is the smallest. Several important
routes cross the biosphere: the N2 and R62 from west to east, and the
N9 and N12 (both national roads) from south to north. Route 62 is a
well-known tourist route that passes through the Little Karoo.

It was just after the end of World War II and its impacts, and just before
gold mining in the Free State commenced with consequential economic
development.27 The donation of a telephone directory for 1946/1947
enabled an assessment of whether a power law relationship existed at
that time between the enterprise richness and total enterprise numbers in
Free State towns. This proved to be the case. Together with the analysis
of Free State towns in 2012/20139, a comparison of enterprise richness
power laws of the same region some seven decades apart was therefore
possible, and which included a period of significant economic development
in the Free State. This comparison would answer the third question.

Methods and results

The GCBR is also quite different from the Karoo and Free State and would
also be useful in a comparison of regional enterprise richness power
laws needed to answer the second question.

Regional durability
Enterprise dynamics in Free State towns in 2012/2013

Time-based analysis of enterprise structures

A first regional analysis involved data for 2012/2013 of 77 Free State
towns (Table 1) as well as the provincial capital Bloemfontein (a
metropolitan area). The data set formed part of an earlier study of the
enterprise dynamics of Free State towns.9

To answer the third question about the durability of the power law, two
sets of analyses of the same towns – but from different periods – were
needed. The year 1946 was a special year in the history of the Free State.
Table 1:

Total number of enterprises and enterprise types (enterprise richness) in Free State towns in 2012/2013
Enterprises

Enterprise
richness

Enterprises

Enterprise
richness

Enterprises

Enterprise
richness

Allanridge

18

14

Hennenman

120

56

Rouxville

29

21

Arlington

11

10

Hertzogville

26

20

Sasolburg

848

198

993

224

Hobhouse

8

7

Senekal

139

72

38

31

Hoopstad

86

54

Smithfield

30

20

6617

429

Jacobsdal

40

29

Soutpan

7

6

36

29

Jagersfontein

20

16

Springfontein

20

18

Bothaville

253

99

Kestell

37

27

Steynsrus

29

21

Botshabelo

203

73

Koffiefontein

39

30

Thaba ‘Nchu

129

52

87

45

Koppies

68

43

Theunissen

86

46

Bultfontein

108

52

Kroonstad

701

179

Trompsburg

42

29

Clarens

132

55

Ladybrand

258

104

Tweeling

14

14

Clocolan

75

46

Lindley

35

27

Tweespruit

20

16

Cornelia

6

6

Luckhoff

15

14

Ventersburg

47

27

Dealesville

11

11

Marquard

61

39

Vierfontein

21

14

Deneysville

72

41

Memel

32

27

Viljoensdrif

18

14

Dewetsdorp

29

23

Odendaalsrus

189

81

Viljoenskroon

143

68

Edenburg

26

20

Oranjeville

24

19

Villiers

56

37

Edenville

11

10

Parys

505

165

Virginia

313

108

Excelsior

21

17

Paul Roux

17

14

Vrede

140

75

Fauresmith

20

17

Petrus Steyn

41

27

Vredefort

41

26

Ficksburg

254

100

Petrusburg

33

27

Warden

41

31

51

32

Philippolis

28

20

Welkom

1837

272

171

77

Phuthaditjhaba

409

97

Wepener

37

29

Gariep Dam

22

13

Reddersburg

26

18

Wesselsbron

102

54

Harrismith

482

146

133

68

Winburg

67

39

Heilbron

139

72

11

9

Zastron

80

43

Town

Bethlehem
Bethulie
Bloemfontein
Boshof

Brandfort

Fouriesburg
Frankfort
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The enterprises of each town were identified from the 2012/2013 Free
State telephone31 directory by previously described methods2,3,19. The
type of each of the 17 184 enterprises recorded in the 78 settlements
was identified from a list (at the time of writing of this document) of
more than 670 enterprise types encountered in South African towns. The
total number of enterprise types in each town represents its enterprise
richness (Table 1).

interest. An earlier examination of the enterprise richness in 2014–2016
of 42 Karoo towns (Table 2) reported a statistically highly significant
(p<0.01) power law relationship:
Enterprise richness in town (no.) = 1.4762x0.7655

Equation 1

with r=0.98 and n=42, and where x is the total number of enterprises
in the town.12 This was the first indication that the enterprise richness of
towns in the semi-arid to arid Karoo region of South Africa is a statistically
significant (p<0.01) power law function of the total enterprises of the
towns of the region.

The total enterprises to enterprise richness ratio of the Free State towns
in 2012/2013 varied from 6:6 for Cornelia to 6617:429 for Bloemfontein
(Table 1), thus covering a wide range of ratios. The enterprise richness
in 2012/2013 of Free State towns exhibited a statistically significant
(p<0.01) log-log (i.e. power law) relationship with total enterprise
numbers (Figure 1). Just over 97% of the variance was explained by
the power law which extended over a range from 6 to more than 6600
enterprises per settlement (Table 1). This result supports recent findings
about the enterprise richness of South African towns.4

The ratios of total enterprises to enterprise richness of the Karoo towns
varied from 7:7 for Loxton to 353:104 for Beaufort West (Table 2). The
power law relationship was, therefore, determined over a wide range of
town sizes and was used in ‘what-if’ analyses of potential economic and
entrepreneurial impacts of shale gas production on Karoo towns.6

Enterprise types in town (number)

Enterprise dynamics in 2013/2014 of towns of the GCBR
400

The GCBR is the only biosphere reserve in South Africa of which the
enterprise structures of its towns have been analysed.10 There are 16
towns of varying sizes in the GCBR (Table 3). Their total enterprises to
enterprise richness ratios varied from 61:11 for Witsand to 1949:276
for Mossel Bay.

y=2.2558x0.6684
R2=0.9755

40

4

Enterprise richness in 2013/2014 of GCBR towns was also a statistically
significant (p<0.01) power law function of the total enterprise numbers:
Enterprise richness in town (no.) = 1.2.684x0.7546
5

Figure 1:

50
500
Total number of enterprises in town

5000

with r=0.93 and n=16, and where x is the total number of enterprises in
the town.			
Almost 87% of the variance was explained by the power law which was
estimated over a wide range of town sizes: 61 enterprises in Uniondale
and Witsand to almost 1950 enterprises in Mossel Bay (Table 3 and
Equation 2). The findings also support recent results about the enterprise
richness of South African towns.4

The relationship between the number of enterprise types (i.e.
the enterprise richness) and the total number of enterprises in
Free State towns and villages in 2012/2013.

Enterprise dynamics in Karoo towns

The combined results of the three regional analyses demonstrate that
power laws between enterprise richness and total enterprise numbers
are not only characteristic of South African towns in general, or of
groups of towns with similar enterprise structures, but also of regions
in South Africa. This finding provided an answer to the second question.

The Karoo is subject to a number of development and research
initiatives, which include construction of the Square Kilometre Array
(SKA) observatory, various solar power installations, power lines and
potential shale gas production.6 The dynamics of the enterprise richness
of Karoo towns, i.e. whether they grow or regress, are therefore of
Table 2:

Equation 2

Total number of enterprises and enterprise types (enterprise richness) in 42 Karoo towns6
Town

Enterprises

Aberdeen

Enterprise
richness

Enterprises

Enterprise
richness

Jansenville

49

28

Prieska

Town

46

35

353

104

Kenhardt

29

23

Brandvlei

22

16

Klipplaat

13

Britstown

27

17

Laingsburg

110

56

Loeriesfontein

Carnarvon

58

37

Loxton

Colesberg

144

58

Cradock

294

109

De Aar

223

Town

Enterprises

Enterprise
richness

108

56

Prince Albert

83

42

11

Richmond

30

17

56

30

Somerset East

194

92

29

22

Steynsburg

38

27

7

7

Steytlerville

34

23

Middelburg

161

80

Strydenburg

17

14

Murraysburg

21

16

Sutherland

35

21

89

Nieu-Bethesda

21

9

Vanwyksvlei

8

7

33

22

Nieuwoudtville

30

19

Venterstad

18

14

347

130

Noupoort

30

23

Victoria West

74

43

Hanover

22

13

Pearston

20

12

Vosburg

9

7

Hofmeyr

17

12

Petrusville

17

14

Williston

26

21

Hopetown

70

49

Philipstown

15

13

Willowmore

53

27

Beaufort-West

Calvinia

Fraserburg
Graaff-Reinet
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The enduring nature of the enterprise richness of towns in
South Africa

Total number of enterprises and enterprise types (enterprise
richness) in Gouritz Cluster Biosphere Reserve towns in
2013/201410
Town

Enterprises

Enterprise richness

Albertinia

114

55

Barrydale

82

30

Calitzdorp

72

33

De Rust

54

24

Great Brak River

170

80

Heidelberg

122

62

Ladismith

124

55

Montagu

269

94

Mossel Bay

1949

276

Oudtshoorn

1000

206

Prince Albert

155

59

Riversdal

283

114

Stilbaai

255

89

Swellendam

398

132

Uniondale

61

34

Witsand

61

11

Table 4:

Two approaches were used to examine the enduring nature of the
enterprise richness–total enterprises relationship: (1) using data
obtained from a 1946/1947 telephone directory to determine if a power
law also described the relationship at that time and then to compare the
power laws of 1946/1947 and 2012/2013 and (2) using the 1946/1947
power law to predict the current enterprise richness of towns in the Free
State, the Karoo and the GCBR.
For 1946/1947, 72 towns in the Free State, including the provincial capital
Bloemfontein, were considered (Table 4). A list of all enterprises in each
of the towns was prepared from a telephone directory for 1946/1947.32
For provinces (including the Free State) other than the Cape Province,
the directory contains a list of all trades (i.e. enterprises) for each town.
The enterprise type of each of the 4177 enterprises listed in the 72 towns
was identified from a list of more than 670 enterprise types encountered
in South African towns. The number of enterprise types in each town
represents its enterprise richness (Table 4).
The total enterprises to enterprise richness ratio of the Free State towns in
1946/1947 varied from 3:3 for Deneysville to 947:136 for Bloemfontein
(Table 4). In the seven decades after 1946, the total number of enterprises
in Free State towns had grown approximately fourfold, in part reflecting
the stimulation of entrepreneurship by the development of the Free State
goldmines and the coal-to-oil industry located in Sasolburg.9

Total number of enterprises and enterprise types (enterprise richness) in Free State towns (towns and villages) in 1946/1947
Enterprises

Enterprise
richness

Enterprises

Enterprise
richness

Enterprises

Enterprise
richness

Bethlehem

225

73

Hobhouse

23

16

Rosendal

22

16

Bethulie

45

24

Hoopstad

26

16

Rouxville

35

22

Bloemfontein

947

136

Jacobsdal

13

10

Senekal

91

44

Boshof

46

26

Jagersfontein

34

20

Smithfield

37

22

Bothaville

65

28

Kestell

31

19

Springfontein

20

12

Brandfort

67

32

Koffiefontein

27

19

Steynsrus

42

22

Bultfontein

22

14

Kopjes

46

23

Thaba ‘Nchu

48

27

Clarens

8

5

Coalbrook

10

5

Theunissen

46

23

Clocolan

64

38

Kroonstad

284

89

Trompsburg

45

27

Cornelia

12

11

Ladybrand

86

40

Tweeling

16

12

Dealesville

16

12

Lindley

50

30

Tweespruit

27

15

16

10

Ventersburg

34

18

Town

Town

Town

Deneysville

3

3

Luckhoff

Dewetsdorp

37

22

Marquard

57

29

Vierfontein

7

5

Edenburg

31

19

Memel

18

13

Viljoensdrif

7

5

Edenville

20

14

Odendaalsrus

20

14

Viljoenskroon

48

20

Excelsior

11

9

Oranjeville

5

4

Villiers

36

23

Fauresmith

26

16

Parys

113

49

Virginia

8

5

Ficksburg

119

54

Philippolis

36

24

Vrede

77

39

Fouriesburg

33

17

Paul Roux

21

13

Vredefort

36

22

Frankfort

69

33

Petrus Steyn

27

17

Warden

38

21

Harrismith

129

54

Petrusburg

25

16

Wepener

57

30

8

4

Wesselsbron

27

18

Heilbron

70

39

Witzieshoek

Hennenman

34

22

Reddersburg

33

21

Winburg

72

34

Hertzogville

23

15

Reitz

90

37

Zastron

65

31
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strategies. As towns grow, the importance of new entrepreneurs reduces:
at approximately 60 to 100 enterprises the new to existing entrepreneurs
ratio is 50:50 and thereafter the importance of existing entrepreneurs
(and ‘me too’ strategies) increases, reaching about 80% at around
1800 enterprises. However, under all conditions, enterprise growth in
Free State towns remains partly dependent on new entrepreneurs. For
instance, this dependency is about 20% at 1800 or more enterprises per
town. The graphic analysis is one illustration of the enduring nature of
enterprise richness dynamics.

200

y=1.3236x0.7601
R2=0.9604

20

2

2

Predicted enterprise richness

Enterprise types in town (number)

The 1946/1947 enterprise richness of Free State towns was a statistically
significant (p<0.01) power law function of their total enterprise
numbers. Just over 96% of the variance was explained by the power
law which extended over a range from 3 to close on 950 enterprises per
town (Figure 2). Seven decades ago, entrepreneurial space in Free State
towns increased or decreased similarly to modern times as town sizes
respectively increased or decreased.

20
200
Total number of enterprises in town

Figure 2:

The relationship between the number of enterprise types (i.e.
the enterprise richness) and the total number of enterprises in
Free State towns and villages in 1946/1947.

As the size of towns (measured by their total enterprise numbers)
increases, enterprise types appear that have not been present before.
However, there are also more enterprises of enterprise types already
present in the town. Toerien and Seaman4 interpreted the power law in
terms of how entrepreneurial space is created or destroyed as towns
grow or regress. They distinguish between ‘new entrepreneurs’, who are
those starting enterprises of enterprise types not yet present in towns,
and ‘existing entrepreneurs’ who are those starting new enterprises of
types already present in a town.

Figure 3:

2012/13 New

y=1.0642x-7.4552
R2=0.9750

200
150
100
50
0
0

2012/13 Existing

2000

New entrepreneurs are more important in small towns (with fewer than
60 to 100 enterprises) than are existing entrepreneurs (Figure 4). Small
towns are expected to contribute to the growth of employment in South
Africa. This expectation is clearly a huge challenge given that there
are limitations in human capital and that the new entrepreneurs have
to identify opportunities that are not obvious and cannot use ‘me too’

http://www.sajs.co.za

240

y=0.8991x-0.7627
R2=0.9699
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20
0

50
100
Actual enterprise richness

150

Enterprise richness in Karoo towns predicted by the 1946/47
power law versus actual enterprise richness measurements in
recent times.

The expected enterprise richness was statistically significantly (p<0.01)
predicted in every case (Figures 4, 5 and 6). Over seven decades, in
different regions of the country and with vastly different socio-economic
and political conditions in South Africa, the enterprise richness–total
enterprises relationship has essentially stayed the same. This analysis
answered the third question and provided a powerful demonstration of
the universality of the enterprise richness power law in South Africa:
entrepreneurial space develops or disappears in a regular way as towns
grow or regress.

The entrepreneurial spaces for new and existing entrepreneurs
in Free State settlements in 1946/1947 and 2012/2013.
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Figure 5:
1000
1500
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Total number of enterprises in town

80
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160
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Enterprise richness in Free State settlements predicted by
the 1946/47 power law versus actual enterprise richness
measurements for 2012/2013.
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40

The durability of the enterprise richness–total enterprises power law
can also be tested by examining the ability of the 1946/1947 power
law to predict the enterprise richness of Free State towns in 2012/2013
(Figure 4), in Karoo towns (Figure 5), and in GCBR towns in 2013/2014
(Figure 6). The comparisons used town size ranges limited to the
maximum size of Free State towns in 1946/1947 (i.e. 947 enterprises
in Bloemfontein). In each case, the actual number of enterprises of a
town was used with the 1946/1947 power law to predict the expected
enterprise richness. Best-fit regression lines of actual and predicted
enterprise richness were calculated using Microsoft Excel.
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Occupation of entrepreneurial space
(%)
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Figure 4:

A graphic technique based on these considerations was developed to
illustrate the roles of these two types of entrepreneurs in Karoo towns.6
The same technique is used here to examine the enduring nature of
the enterprise type–total enterprise power law. Using the power laws
for 1946/1947 and 2012/2013, the relative roles of new and existing
entrepreneurs were plotted over a wide range of town sizes (measured
in number of enterprises) (Figure 3). There is a remarkable similarity in
the definition of the entrepreneurial spaces in towns in the Free State
seven decades apart. The way in which entrepreneurial space increased
or decreased as towns respectively grew or regressed did not change
much over seven decades.
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creation or disappearance of employment opportunities is enterprise
structures and dynamics as towns grow or regress. This study supplies
quantified information that should be applied.

300
250

Finally, it is necessary to consider why the enterprise richness power laws
have apparently first been detected in South Africa. A possible reason is
that in most countries there is limited, if any, information available on
the enterprise richness of local economies. For instance, the US Census
Bureau presents information on the number of firms (enterprises) on a
state, county, city or town basis35, but the type of each business is not
recorded. In South Africa, the use of telephone directories to identify and
enumerate enterprises in towns not only enabled their classification into
19 functional groups (e.g. enterprises involved in construction or trade
services or tourism and hospitality services19-23) but also classification
into more than 670 enterprise types.4 The resulting unique database
offers a unique opportunity to study and apply the enterprise richness
relationships of South African towns.

y=1.022x-6.2667
R2=0.9365

200
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Figure 6:
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Enterprise richness in Gouritz Cluster Biosphere Reserve towns
predicted by the 1946/1947 power law versus actual enterprise
richness measurements for 2013/2014.
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Empirical regularities in economics and finance often take the form
of power laws.33 Power laws were also detected in this study, and led
to several important conclusions. Firstly, the presence of power laws
serves as further proof of the presence of regularities in the enterprise
dynamics of South African towns. The recorded power laws are very
similar to each other. In fact, so similar that a power law extracted from
seven-decade-old information could accurately predict the modern
enterprise richness of regional South African towns (Figures 4, 5 and
6). The universality of enterprise richness power laws in South Africa
indicates that entrepreneurial space in towns develops or disappears in
a regular way as towns grow or regress.
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